Kia Drivers Can Find Quality Winter Season Maintenance for Their Vehicle at Performance Kia

*Performance Kia Service Center Offers Crucial Winter Season Vehicle Maintenance*

MOOSIC, Pa. (PRWEB) February 02, 2019 -- The northern portion of the United States has recently been experiencing a polar vortex with temperatures plummeting to more than 20 degrees below zero – and that is before windchill is taken into consideration. Millions of drivers are struggling to get their vehicles to start or to perform optimally during these cold temperatures. One of the best ways to ensure that a vehicle stays dependable during a serious cold snap is by giving it regular maintenance.

The Performance Kia service center is ready to help Kia drivers keep their vehicle healthy and dependable all winter long by offering high-quality service. The technicians at Performance Kia are specially trained to know the Kia brand and the vehicles’ personalities to help ensure that they continue to perform in sub-zero temperatures.

A sampling of the Performance Kia service center’s winter season maintenance offerings include changing the oil, topping off or switching fluids, testing and replacing the battery, inspecting and replacing the tires, inspecting the engine thermostat and much more.

Drivers interested in keeping their Kia vehicle healthy and dependable during the winter season are encouraged to contact Performance Kia and its service center through its website ([www.performancekiapa.com](http://www.performancekiapa.com)) or by phone (855-638-1332). Performance Kia is located at 4225 Birney Avenue in Moosic.
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